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ABSTRACT
Panoramic imagery is viewed daily by thousands of people, and panoramic video imagery is becoming more common. This imagery is viewed on many different devices with different properties, and the effect of these differences on spatio-temporal task performance is yet untested on these imagery. We adapt a novel panoramic video interface and conduct a user study to discover whether display type affects spatio-temporal reasoning task performance across desktop monitor, tablet, and head-mounted displays. We discover that, in our complex reasoning task, HMDs are as effective as desktop displays even if participants felt less capable, but tablets were less effective than desktop displays even though participants felt just as capable. Our results impact virtual tourism, telepresence, and surveillance applications, and so we state the design implications of our results for panoramic imagery systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Panoramic images and video are now common, with the world quickly being mapped at street level by companies and tourists alike. Every day, thousands of people view panoramic imagery through services like Google Streetview, viewed on different devices both exocentrically on desktop computers and egocentrically on mobile devices with orientation rotation controls. Panoramas are exploited for surveillance and collaborative telepresence applications, where spatial understanding of the scene is critical [14, 18, 22]. Furthermore, novel interfaces for exploring video collections extend spatial reasoning to include temporal reasoning [23, 37].

However, while the wide-spread use of existing panoramic imagery applications and the novelty of panoramic video applications is apparent, no research has yet investigated the possible effect of different devices on these panoramic imagery applications. This problem is brought into focus when we consider that some tasks which involve panoramic video imagery are performance critical, such as rescue services telepresence or security surveillance review. One field that has investigated the question of display effect is virtual reality, where it is suggested that immersive displays, such as head-mounted displays (HMD), may improve user performance in tasks that require a high level of spatial reasoning [20, 16, 34]. However, these works often use 3D virtual environments, and panoramas are not 3D: on a spectrum between 3D virtual environments and 2D images, panoramas are a hybrid in between — a 360° panorama can surround a user, but the scene has only spherical geometry and is effectively flat. The user cannot move from their point of view and so does not receive parallax cues. Thus, these research outcomes are not directly applicable.

The question of viewing and interacting device effect is broad, and so we begin to explore this question with a user study investigating the impact of common devices on panoramic video scene task performance. We develop a multidisplay adapting interface for viewing videos within a panoramic context. We employ this interface across three devices which sample interesting points within the design space: 1) static flat display desktop devices, which are exocentric and not immersive; 2) mobile tablet devices, which are free to rotate and act as windows into the world with orientation tracking — these are egocentric but not immersive; and 3) HMDs with orientation tracking, which are both egocentric and immersive. This range of devices covers both very common display types in desktops and tablets, and more exotic HMD displays which, with their recent affordability, are becoming more common. Furthermore, each display type forces a change of pointing interface [21], and the usability of highly spatial systems is related to their input interfaces [7, 11].

Importantly, there is no clear application boundary which limits each display type, and each instance can potentially serve a variety of applications which require panoramic video imagery: desktop displays could be used for surveillance applications and event monitoring, tablet devices could be employed for virtual tourism, while HMDs could be adopted for immersive visualization and telepresence.

Our contribution is a user study investigating device effect on the previously unexplored hybrid space of panoramic imagery. Through a simple and a complex tasks requiring the localization, recognition, and tracking of people within panoramic scenes, and through qualitative questionnaires, we find that all three displays are equally
performant for our simple task, but that for our more complex task, our tablet interface was less accurate and took more time than the HMD and desktop displays. Interestingly, participants perceived the tablet to be just as capable and usable as the desktop, even though task performance was worse. Contrarily, participants perceived the HMD to be less capable and less usable than the desktop, even though task performance was the same.

Any display adaptation then involves a trade-off, and our study has implications for this design space. Through our multidisplay adaption, and with the results of our user study, we discuss how participants responded to the different interfaces, how they approached the tasks on each of the displays, and how they evaluated the displays in usability and task-related questionnaires. We discover that exocentric views are preferred on our desktop display and that touch rotation is preferred over arm rotation on our tablet display. We combine this information to try to generalize our specific findings, and so formulate implications for designing panoramic imagery systems to aid future research and development.

2. RELATED WORK

Investigating device types for panoramic imagery concerns both literature on the effect of different displays across a variety of tasks, and on the scope of panoramic imagery techniques within which to try to measure an effect.

2.1 Display Effects

Researchers have tried to quantify the effect of display devices on user performance. Several experiments [2, 36] have compared immersive displays, such as CAVEs or HMDs, to traditional displays. The early work of Slater focuses on how immersive displays might afford users a greater sense of presence [31, 30, 28], and his studies discover that immersion can lead to increased performance in 3D spatial tasks. Bowman et al. [2] investigated human behavior and performance when using an HMD and a CAVE, discovering that HMD users are significantly more likely than CAVE users to use natural rotation in a VE. Other research measures the relationship between display type and spatial reasoning [21, 26]. They find that, along with HMDs, large projection screen systems can also offer a greater sense of immersion which may lead to better performance. Mizell et al. find that immersive displays can better convey the sense of space than desktop displays [16]. Patrick et al. [20] compare various displays which occupy comparable visual angles, and find that, while users performed significantly worse in forming cognitive maps on a desktop monitor, users performed no differently using a head-mounted display or a large projection display. Similarly, Tan et al. [34] studied the effect of large projected wall displays, and suggest that large displays afford a greater sense of presence, leading to better performance.

All the studies presented so far focus on comparing different display types while keeping the rendered content unmodified. Polys et al. [24] reverse this approach and investigate the effect of software field of view (SFOV) on user performance. The authors find that, for similar displays, higher SFOVs benefit search tasks by showing more of a scene in the periphery, but worsen accuracy in the comparison task by distorting a scene object’s spatial location.

Mobile devices can also provide an egocentric view. Previously, this might have been accomplished with a boom chameleon [38], but modern systems use orientation tracking derived from embedded MEMS sensors. Ozbek et al. [19] compared video-see-through (VST) vs. optical-see-through (OST) displays for AR applications, concluding that OST devices are more suitable. Wither et al. [41] evaluate selection and annotation tasks between an HMD, a mobile VST display, and a mobile non-VST display, and found that mobile VST displays are fastest for cursor movement. Braun et al. [3] compared four different mobile AR interfaces, and found that tablet-style devices (Ultra Mobile PCs in the study) are preferred to HMDs for certain AR applications. All of these works assume in-situ browsing, and so do not compare desktop devices to mobile devices for panoramic imagery. Egocentric views on tablet interfaces require careful consideration of inputs [39].

2.2 Spatiality and Panoramic Imagery

The concept of spatiality was firstly introduced by Benford et al. [1], and subsequently further explored by Jensen [9, 8]. Spatiality refers to the ability of a system to support fundamental physical spatial properties such as distance, orientation, movement, and a shared frame of reference. Systems that aim to support virtual exploration of remote locations can be characterized by their degree of spatiality, with the least spatial systems supporting only the fundamental spatial property of containment, and the most spatial system facilitating user spatial thinking and immersion.

Panoramas increase spatiality with wide or omni-directional views of an environment in a single image, and so are often used for virtual environment navigation. Lippman pioneered this field with the Movie-maps hypermedia system [13], and his team were the first to enable “virtual travels” using omni-directional photographs geolocated to maps. More than a decade later, Chen presented QuickTime VR [4], where multiple perspective photographs are aligned to create 360° cylindrical panoramas for virtual space exploration.

Some works have studied the effect of panoramas on immersion [14, 35], concluding that the effort to create panoramic video might be warranted when high presence is desired [5]. However, panoramas, particularly omni-directional imagery, can be rendered in a variety of ways such as with perspective or equirectangular projections, and some spatial properties, such as distance and orientation, are warped with equiangular projection. Recent work explores the influence of projection on how users are able to locate scene objects, concluding that 360° equirectangular visualization of the panorama is more important for whole scene object localization than maintaining real-world image features such as straight lines [17].

While significant spatial perception differences have been demonstrated between real world and virtual environments (VE) [42, 25], Willemsen and Gooch [40] additionally demonstrate that users perform equally when judging distances in a panorama-based VE and a graphics-based VE when viewed through an HMD, but that performance is worse than when viewing the real world: viewing through a display, and not the content depiction, is the important factor in their experiment. This suggests that panoramic content rendered in an experiment will not impact user spatial perception of distance over 3D graphics, which implies that display effect experiment results with 3D graphics may translate to panoramas.

Recently, the research community has developed new ways to display videos within panoramas. Unlike static panoramic images, these applications require both spatial and temporal reasoning about the scene, and so are good applications within which to assess performance. Pirk et al. [23] embed single or multiple video windows within panoramic imagery. Norris et al. [18] discover that focus-in-context video systems can enhance the sense of spatiality, and allow
users to point implicitly, explicitly, and to reference objects in local and remote spaces. Pece et al. [22] find that scene understanding is improved as more of the panorama gains a temporal dimension. Tompkin et al. [37] demonstrate that panoramic video representations improve spatial and temporal understanding when compared to existing video collection exploration interfaces. However, to our knowledge, nobody has investigated whether different devices can affect task performance for panoramic video imagery. Furthermore, many display types can naturally apply to panoramic imagery and, to our knowledge, nobody has looked at which display types are better for panoramic imagery tasks.

3. INTERFACE, TASKS, AND DISPLAYS

To compare device effect, we wish to design a quantifiable task for participants to undertake. Previous works on 3D display immersion have required complex spatial tasks like 3D Chess [30], and so to try and engage participants in hybrid panoramic space, the tasks should be more than just pointing within a panorama (c.f. [17]). We take inspiration from recent video+context applications which embed aligned video windows into panoramas [23, 22]: The 360° nature of the imagery in these applications allows us to compare different display types, and visualizing multiple video windows within the same panorama meets our need for an engaging tasks.

Video windows are captured on tripods or with handheld cameras, and so each window is free to move within the panorama and capture action across the space of the panorama. Video windows are also captured at different, potentially overlapping time spans, and so we can include temporal reasoning tasks too. With these video windows, we can ask participants to follow or track objects, such as people, and so we ask participants to reason about the identity and whereabouts of people in space and time.

3.1 Software Interface

We develop a software interface which presents video windows within a panoramic context (Fig. 1), where the windows are aligned to the panorama using feature-matching techniques from computer vision. Video window selection occurs in a thumbnail strip panel along the top edge of the interface, which shows all possible videos at all times and can be scrolled horizontally. When a video is selected from the thumbnail strip to be made visible as a window in the panorama, it starts playing from its beginning, and a local timeline appears at the bottom of the interface to allow temporal playback control, similar to existing video players. Adjusting the local timeline affects both the dynamic action within the video and the spatial position of the video within the panorama, as during capture the cameras were free to rotate. A second global timeline displays the temporal extent of all video windows at once. Adjusting the global timeline synchronously adjusts the playback of all video windows relative to global time, and allows the visualization of events which share the same time but otherwise have no visual overlap.

It is important that this interface is able to adapt with minimal changes to different display types. First, the interface allows equirectangular map projection with an infinite-pan canvas, and look-around perspective projection. This allows the interface to adapt to exocentric displays with map projection, and to egocentric displays with orientation tracking for perspective projection. Both projection modes allow zooming into the scene, which should allow participants to overcome any resolution differences between displays.

Figure 1: Task interface, here showing the complex task. Participants need to identify and count unique people who sit on the benches positioned below the columns. While this might seem simple, this is a complex spatio-temporal reasoning task as people appear in multiple video windows at very different times. This task requires tracking the entrance and exit of persons across the scene space and time to verify their identity.

3.2 Tasks

To quantitatively assess device effect on video+context panoramas, we need to design tasks for participants to complete. Existing tasks in the literature, e.g., estimating the relative orientation of a boat to infer spatial performance in 2D [34], or using Tri-dimensional chess for 3D [30], are not appropriate for panoramic video imagery which includes both space and time reasoning in hybrid panoramic space. Common actions while exploring video+context panoramas include looking for objects/actions in space and in time, following dynamic events within the place, and identifying when changes happen within specific times or areas. As such, we designed two tasks with different levels of complexity which involve counting and tracking people within several different video windows. To assess performance, we measured the completion time and accuracy expressed as errors in people counts. These metrics are reliable to measure and are not dependent on the display device used.

Simple Task. The first task — the simple task — asks participants to review 6 videos and count the number of different people who sit between two buildings in a scene (Fig. 2). The videos never fully track a person and do not overlap, and so multiple synchronous videos must be analysed to obtain the correct result. The task may be completed simply and to a high accuracy by manipulating the global timeline only and focusing attention on a specific spatial region in the panorama. Errors are possible by miscounting the number of people who move from building A to building B (e.g., some people exit building A but do not enter building B), with 12 potential errors (manually verified by thorough checking and re-checking). The dataset was collected in a university courtyard. Videos differ in length (2.30–4.00 minutes) but are time sequential, and they cover 125° horizontally within the environment. The task lasts as long as it takes, with an expected time of around 10 minutes.

Complex Task. The second task — the complex task — required users to browse 20 videos and identify the number of different people who sit on a set of benches within a neo-classical quadrangle (Fig. 1). Videos differ in length (0.20–1.10 minutes), do not overlap in time, and cover the entire horizontal 360° extent of the environment. This
task requires more spatio-temporal reasoning than the simple task as the same people appear in multiple video windows at different times, with some people sitting only near the areas of interest or standing in front of the benches. Participants must focus on parts of the panorama which are farther apart to track the entrances, exits, and identities of people. As some people in the scene leave and return to the benches (mistaken identity counting twice), or as some people pass the benches without sitting down, there are 20 potential erroneous counts (again manually verified). The task lasts as long as it takes, with an expected time of around 10 minutes.

3.3 Design Space

With tasks defined, choosing which devices to evaluate from the large number of possible configurations is tricky as each has different properties which might not be directly comparable, and trying to normalize these conditions is difficult. Instead, we choose a systems-level approach, where we try to compare systems which would most likely be used in practice. While this makes it harder to directly compare, instead, it allows us to see the impact of design decisions on participant behaviours with common systems.

Within the design space for this task (Tab. 1), we choose to compare three display scenarios which provide both interesting points in the space and practical systems (Fig. 3):

**Desktop** An egocentric non-immersive display, with mouse control over a cursor.

* Dell U2410 with Belkin Optical Ergo mouse.

**Tablet** An egocentric non-immersive display, with perspective orientation control through tablet rotation (user toggable), and touchscreen control replacing a cursor. This kind of system is used commonly on mobile devices, e.g., with the Google Maps mobile application, Street View mode can be controlled by device rotation or by touch.

* Acer Iconia W700.

**HMD** An egocentric immersive display, with perspective orientation control through head rotation and joypad control over a cursor. The HMD is a binocular stereo device; however, we

**Table 1**: The potential design space of display scenarios. Green marks the chosen display/input combinations, representing combinations likely to be found in practice. Exclamations mark interesting points discussed in the text.

- effectively make the display monocular by rendering views of a monocular panorama at infinity.
- *Oculus Rift DK1 with Xbox 360 wireless joypad.*

The desktop and tablet displays represent two commonly used non-immersive solutions, which are baseline for comparison with the immersive HMD device.

Bowman et al. [2] demonstrate that HMDs are a recommended choice when users require strong spatial orientation, outperforming CAVE-like systems. Coupled with their rarity in everyday life, we do not include CAVEs (large projection systems with head-tracking) and instead use a HMD for our egocentric immersive case. We reject tablets physically located in the real world at the same location as the panorama, because there are no other comparison devices. One interesting case is spherical displays, where a world captured from inside-out in a panorama is viewed outside-in looking onto the sphere. This has the effect of flipping spatial relations, where rotation around the sphere reveals imagery in the opposite direction to expectation. Whether this is a problem for spatio-temporal reasoning tasks remains an interesting question; however, we leave this for future work as it is a rare device in practice.

**Inputs.** A change of display often brings with it a required change in input device, making the direct comparison harder. For example, an HMD with physical rotation is difficult to couple with a tethered pointing device, and a handheld tablet makes holding other devices difficult. As we take a systems-level approach, we choose points in the design space where all three display scenarios have different cursor controllers which are the most common input mechanisms for these devices (being mouse, touchscreen, and joypad).

To our knowledge, the literature has no strong conclusions about the absolute effectiveness of these pointing mechanisms, and performance is task and device dependent. There is some evidence to suggest that joypad input has reduced throughput to mouse input (0.69-0.33x bits/s) [33]. There are no wide surveys yet of touch-
screen and mouse throughputs, but some touchscreen studies have suggested equivalent or faster movement times than with a mouse [29, 6, 10], others that mouse input outperforms touchscreen input when the task requires a single point of contact [15], but also that touchscreens potentially decreased accuracy [27]. In principle, it would be possible to design eye- and hand-tracking systems which are suitable for all of these display types (Tab. 1); however, these technologies are still nascent and uncommon, and currently a consistent integration across displays would be difficult.

As we change input device across displays, we state these important points: First, that interface interaction time is insignificant compared to the expected task completion time. Second, that although our displays have varying angular extent, none have interface elements which fall below the critical angle of difficulty identified by Song et al. [32]. Third, that across our three displays, we ensure that the layout of GUI elements remains consistent by both making the GUI independent of the panoramic view — the GUI moves with your head — and scaled to the display size. To achieve this for the HMD, we render the interface elements onto a plane which follows head orientation controls; (right) HMD with head orientation and joypad cursor controls.

Projections. For the exocentric desktop case, in systems and the literature, we have seen both equirectangular and perspective projection types commonly used, and no projection is considered optimal. As such, we decided to leave the choice to the user. However, equirectangular projections are not consistent with egocentric view. For instance, for the HMD, we could present an equirectangular panorama on a plane in a virtual desktop; however, this somewhat defeats the purpose of using an HMD for the immersion and egocentricity. As such, we restrict tablet and HMD devices to use egocentric perspective projections.

4. USER STUDY

4.1 Procedure

As the number of videos in each task is small (≤ 20) and as human action in video is memorable, there is a large potential for participants to learn the content if we conducted a within-subjects experiment. Instead, we conducted a between-subjects design. 30 participants from the staff and student population at our university performed both tasks using one of the three displays each for a between-subjects design for the display type independent condition, and a within-subjects design for the task. First, each participant was given a detailed description of the interface features, and as much time as they wished to familiarise before the task. Participants could use all features of each system. Then, each task was conducted in series, in a random order, and under no time limit, with a briefing beforehand to explain the task. Following both tasks, the participant completed two questionnaires. While we did not filter the study population for handedness and eyesight, we ensure gender balance was respected. Additionally, the participants were randomly assigned one of the three systems, and there was no mention of the overarching goal of the study.

4.2 Hypotheses

Immersive displays such as HMDs might be more suitable to display panoramic representations as they are egocentric, allowing for natural navigation of the environment with head rotation. Tablet devices are less immersive as only a portion of the view is taken up by the virtual window, but tablet use can still be egocentric by rotating the device in space. Desktop displays are exocentric, and so immersion is reduced further. With these premises, and following the results of previous studies which showed that immersion might increase accuracy [30, 21, 34, 20], we hypothesise that accuracy will vary with the level of immersion of the display. We expect the HMD display to be most accurate, the tablet display to be less accurate than the HMD, and for the desktop display to be least accurate.

While input devices differ across displays, we do not expect completion time to vary significantly. As previously discussed, the major workload is in spatio-temporal reasoning and not on interface manipulation. We expect the three conditions to obtain SUS scores relative to their familiarity, with the desktop display obtaining the best score followed, in turn, by the tablet and then the HMD. For the task questionnaire, we expect all three conditions to indicate that the interface was suitable for the task, but we expect exocentric views to be preferred over egocentric views as readability is higher, as per Mulloni et al. [17].

4.3 Observations

To complete the tasks, 80% of the population assigned to the desktop condition used equirectangular projection. This finding suggests that participants thought the 360°-at-once projection eased the tasks and, with caution to not infer too much, might suggest that participants felt the equirectangular view conferred more spatio-temporal information than the perspective projection for desktop displays.
## 5. RESULTS

Figure 4 shows box plots for the number of errors committed and the completion time. We computed Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) using SPSS, with the display type used as the single factor, with completion time/counting error as the dependent variables, with post-hoc Tukey tests for pair-wise significance tests ($\alpha < 0.05$), and with no post-hoc pairwise test corrections. No significant difference between desktop and HMD cases existed across all our experiments.

### 5.1 Tasks

Table 2 shows an overview of the results obtained in the two tasks. For the simple task, no significant main effect for device type was found on accuracy ($F(2,1) = 1.581, p = 0.224$), with fewer errors for the HMD ($M = 0.8$) and desktop cases ($M = 0.9$) than for the tablet ($M = 2.1$). For completion time, the system used was again not a significant factor ($F(2,1) = 0.13, p = 0.987$). The desktop display obtained the lowest mean time ($M = 373$ sec.), followed by the HMD ($M = 377$ sec.) and the tablet ($M = 382$ sec.).

For the complex task, device type was a significant main effect on accuracy ($F(2,1) = 5.173, p = 0.013$), with fewer errors for the HMD ($M = 0.9$) and desktop cases ($M = 1.4$) than for the tablet ($M = 3.6$). Post-hoc analysis revealed significant differences between HMD and tablet ($p = 0.049$). For completion time, the system used was a significant factor ($F(2,1) = 3.865, p = 0.033$). The HMD case obtained the lowest mean time ($M = 458$ sec.), followed by the desktop ($M = 469$ sec.) and the tablet ($M = 616$ sec.). Post-hoc analysis revealed a significant difference between HMD and tablet ($p = 0.015$), confirming that the HMD allows user to perform their task faster than tablet users. There was also a statistical trend that desktops were more performant than tablets ($p = 0.052$).

### 5.2 Questionnaires

For the system usability scale, both desktop and tablet cases scored above average (SUS = 77.5 and SUS = 76.5 respectively), tailed by the HMD case (SUS = 68). Following the SUS classification technique of Lewis et al. [12] (letter-grade ranks varying from A to F), the desktop and tablet cases are Rank B systems, while the HMD version is a Rank C system. Rank A systems have many promoters, who will definitely use and recommend the product, while rank B systems have a fair number of promoters, who are likely to use and promote the product. All other ranks will only have detractors.

For the task-related questionnaire, across all questions, there were no significant differences (Fig. 5). We conclude that participants felt capable of completing the tasks on all three displays, that all three provided a good sense of orientation, that all three allowed the relative position of videos to be understood, and that all three allowed spatio-temporal reasoning without confusion.

### 6. DISCUSSION

#### 6.1 Display Effects

For the simple task, display type was not found to be a significant factor for either completion time or accuracy. We conclude that the task was sufficiently simple that the display type did not make a difference and all three displays are suitable for simple tasks. This shows the importance of using a complex task when assessing spatio-temporal reasoning (supporting [30], contrasting [34]).

For the complex task, the tablet took significantly longer than the HMD and, even though not significant, seems to take longer than the desktop too. Similarly, the tablet is significantly less accurate than the HMD and, even though not significant, seems less accurate than the desktop too. The distributions in both time and accuracy show much larger variance in the tablet case, and this follows the trend in the simple task.

Our hypothesis is not true in our experiment as task accuracy shows that display immersion cannot be considered a significant factor for panoramic imagery. Users were able to achieve equivalent levels of accuracy in both non-immersive (desktop) and immersive (HMD) displays. This suggests that the potentially positive performance effect of immersion in 3D environments does not necessarily extend to panoramas. Further, results from both tasks indicate that egocentric immersive views can be as performant as exocentric non-immersive views in completion time and accuracy.

#### 6.2 Tablet

The tablet condition appears worse than the desktop, and was significantly worse than the HMD in the complex task. We suggest that the smaller tablet display, even though it is high resolution, negatively affects spatio-temporal reasoning. From observing participants solving strategies, we did not notice participants zooming or bringing the tablet closer to see more detail. Further, after an initial period of using orientation sensor rotation, nearly all participants switched to touch rotation. This does not explain the longer completion times as, for the simple task, times are comparable across all devices and task order was random. When asking participants to explain why they switched to touch navigation to complete the tasks, participants cited: 1) that camera movement was too tied to device movement, making navigation confusing; 2) that holding the tablet and interacting with the screen was too cumbersome (cf. [39]), and 3) that the device was too heavy to hold in this way for long periods of time.

One might think that tablet resolution was a factor. For 1080p at 25 degrees field of view, each pixel on the tablet equals 0.6 arcminutes of view, in contrast with human eye acuity of approximately 1.2 arcminutes. As the tablet is mobile, this extra resolution could be an advantage in the tablet case. However, in general,
Figure 4: Box plots for counting errors (left) and completion time (right) for each display type and task. Red dots are outliers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task-related question</th>
<th>Desktop</th>
<th>Tablet</th>
<th>HMD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1: Easy to complete tasks</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>3.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2: Understood video orientation in space</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3: Understood relative video position</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4: Understood space-time video overlap</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5: Understood temporal order of videos</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6: Environment representation confused</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7: System has enough functions for tasks</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q8: #videos made remembering things hard</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overall mean 3.86 3.6 3.34

Figure 5: Mean and variance plot for the task-related questionnaire. We assume Likert ordinal data was fairly interpreted as an interval scale, with text labels ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree. The scale for negative questions was reversed for mean computation.

This is a moot point and does not hinder performance, because the focus areas of the task — the people in scenes — with no zoom, are typically 10-30 pixels wide, and 250–2250 pixels in area.

Interestingly, the task questionnaire suggests participants felt the tablet was just as capable as the desktop, and the SUS scores suggest participants felt it was just as usable, too. This does not align with real task performance, which was reduced for the complex task. We suggest this is a familiarization issue, as participants were comfortable in general with tablets. This ‘false sense of security’ is potentially dangerous if tablets were to be used for critical panoramic review tasks (see Section 6.4).

6.3 HMD

The HMD performed similarly to the desktop, and significantly better than the tablet. However, the questionnaires scores suggest that users found it less capable, and the SUS scores suggest that users found it less usable. While one might think that the HMD was rated as less capable or usable for human reasons (eye strain, tiredness, nausea, general discomfort), our participants reported no such issues.

Instead, we suggest that this is a familiarization issue again, but now the reverse effect where the novelty of the device induces caution in qualitative assessment. However, given the equivalent performance to the desktop case, there is no reason to suggest that the HMD interface is a compromise for our tasks. Again, one might think that resolution would be an issue, as the HMD has 10x lower perceived resolution (with 12 arcminutes, in contrast to the desktop with 1.2 arcminutes). However, with simple zoom controls, the two display types performed similarly. This suggests that the tasks performance does not differ simply from a change in resolution perception.

The lack of benefit from using an HMD over a desktop in our experiment, expected from the immersion suggestions from virtual environment works [30], is unlikely to be attributed to the difference between rendered and photographed views, as Willemsen and Gooch suggest [40]. Instead, we suggest this parity comes from the added warped field of view provided by the exocentric equirectangular projection on the desktop.

6.4 Applications and Design Implications

We wish to discuss the potential generalization of our results. Many works in this field (and others) provide evidence for more general conclusions from a single experiment [30, 34], which helps form a body of evidence within the literature for the general conclusion. We have seen effects in specific tasks that are limited to panoramic video imagery; however, for corroboration, the existing work concerning devices and panoramic imagery is limited. As explained in the introduction, this is imagery used daily by thousands of people, and so we describe applications and provides design implications of our results for these applications. However, we caution the reader from drawing implications beyond our scope, and we anticipate a continued scientific discussion on the effects of panoramic imagery.

Surveillance is an important application which commonly produces data from cameras mounted to pan and tilt heads, and this exactly fits our scenario of video-context. Critical tasks might include reviewing videos over time and space for suspicious behavior, or reviewing videos over time and space to identify and localize a person of interest. Our findings are directly applicable here.

We imagine the virtual tourism industry will implement new systems to display videos of the time and space of a place, and our implications inform exploration interfaces for these applications. For instance, our experimental setup well-models a system where users upload their own personal videos of a famous place, to be explored as part of an online collection of all videos uploaded of that place within a context — say, an enhanced, user-driven Google Street View. This might be extended to include games, similar to existing panoramic games such as GeoGuessr or Myst 3, such as video treasure hunts or puzzles.
Our final application is panoramic telepresence applications [18, 22]. Tablets are common communication devices, but for panoramic representations our experiment provides evidence that desktops and HMDs are better systems. Telepresence can become a critical application just by who is involved — doctors, law enforcement, military — for direct communication and collaboration, review, and remote control uses.

From our experience, task-based study, and questionnaires, we suggest implications of our study for these and other applications with similar video+context components:

- Participants preferred exocentric equirectangular projections over perspective projections on desktops (as per Mulloni et al. [17]). This projection type seems to be an appropriate default for desktop systems.
- Participants preferred touch rotation controls over arm-based orientation controls for tablets, as it is difficult to both orient and manipulate on-screen elements. The ability to pause orientation control is necessary. Even with this option, for our reasoning tasks, participants reverted permanently to touch rotation. In-situ browsing and augmented reality situations may provoke a different response; however, in general, arm-based orientation controls are not recommended for tasks requiring long periods of concentration as they are tiring.
- For our more complex panoramic spatio-temporal reasoning task, tablets are less suitable than either desktops or HMDs. Furthermore, users thought the tablet was as usable and as capable as the desktop, suggesting users were not aware of a performance deficit. Critical panoramic review applications should be cautious about using tablets without further investigation.
- HMDs appear to be a viable alternative to desktops for our panoramic spatio-temporal reasoning tasks. While, to participants, they appear to be less usable and less capable, this seems not to be the case, and implementing applications should be aware of this potential negative bias. We expect that, after a longer period of familiarization, this effect will diminish.
- It is important to provide zoom controls to overcome the comparatively low-resolution of some HMDs.
- Comparing all three displays for complex tasks, the higher FOV displays (desktop, HMD) were more successful (supporting [34]).

7. CONCLUSION

We have investigated the effect of different devices on panoramic video+context task performance. To create one simple and one complex reasoning task, we exploited new panoramic context and video window ideas and created an adaptive multi-display interface. We conducted a user study with desktop, tablet, and HMD devices covering exocentric and egocentric modes. We discovered that desktop and HMD devices perform comparably, even if users feel the HMD is less capable and less usable. We find that tablet displays are significantly less performant in our complex spatio-temporal reasoning task, even though participants found them as capable and usable as a desktop. These results form implications for panoramic imagery interfaces and applications.

Finally, we do not consider binocular vision in this study. Performance improvements from immersive stereo displays have been shown for 3D environments, and binocular depth cues are one factor in immersion that we did not replicate here. Stereo panoramic imagery exists, though it is uncommon, and future work should investigate the effect of this cue.
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